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SA MESA MESA1907

Our program supports student travel, our student travel covers conferences that expand the 

professional growth and industry contacts. As of now, our way to visit colleges has been through 

securing campus vans, there are times where we have to postpone trips and reconsider going to those 

college visit due to not having access to vans and personnel. Usually we tend to have about 15 or more 

student interest and that requires two vans and staff. In order to avoid having that conflict, having 

funding to transportation and lodging to visit UC's and CSU that have great STEM programs would 

provide student opportunities and connections with their future schools. 5,000 4 1

SA EOPS EOP1902

Brief description of Resource Request: EOPS will sponsor a University field trip for EOPS students to a 

weekend STEM university conference $8,000

2018-2019, 

2017-2018, 

2016-2017 4 2

SA EOPS EOPS1703 EOPS will sponsor a University field trip for EOPS students to a weekend STEM university conference $8,000

2017-2018, 

2016-2017 4 3

SA EOPS EOPS1705

A Saturday conference at VC for Spanish Speaking parents which will include facilities, lunch, staff, 

equipment and buses. Date to be determined. $7,000 2017-2018 6 4

AA Agriculture AG1804

Increase student awareness and comprehension of career opportunities within California agriculture. 

Improve upon and continue to offer regional field trips that allow students to explore the various 

sectors of the agriculture industries and stakeholders throughout the food supply chain. $10000 2018-2019 2

AA Applied Sciences ATE1701 I will reach out to high schools, non-traditional students, veterans, and incumbent workers. $10,000 1

AA Behavioral Sciences BEH1708 More field trips for students in the Behavioral Sciences to increase their awareness of career options. $3,000

2018-2019, 

2017-2018 5
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